The seal quotations are invited by post/per bearer (under two bid system) for the supply of **Focimeter (Automated)** detailed below which are required for Dr. R. P. Centre, AIIMS, New Delhi-110029.

The quotation should reach this office on or before 05/06/2014 at 11.00 AM duly sealed & marked **Tender/SRE.No.- 10/RPC/SSK/2014-15 due for opening of technical bids at 11.30AM on 05/06/2014 in the office of Stores Officer, Room No.181, Dr. R. P. Centre, AIIMS New Delhi.** The opening of price bids will be intimated only to the technically shorlisted firms. All quotations should be type written or written with indelible ink. All over writing and erased entries will not be considered and treated as deleted entries from the quotations. The rates should be valid at least for one year.

The tenders are required to enclose with the quotation an Earnest Money of Rs. 5,000/- (Rupees Five thousand only) through a demand draft/pay order drawn in favor of the *Account Officer Account, Dr. R.P. Centre, AIIMS, payable at New Delhi* failing which the quotation will not be considered. The tenders already having such securities deposited with the institute are exempted. In case of failure to comply with the supply order in terms of the contract, purchase will be made at the cost and risk of the contractors and/or liquidated damages may be recovered from them. The period within which the goods can be supplied from the date of issue of the supply order should be specified.

The firm has to quote for **one best quality only with literature, catalogue** (if available). The offers submitted as quality A, B, C, & D etc. will be summarily rejected, any alteration/over writing in the specification/rates shall not be considered at all. The quoted items having quality mark such as I.S.I/C.E. Mark/ISO 9002 standardization should be mentioned if any.

The technical bids will be opened at **11.30 AM on 05.06.2014** in the office of Stores Officer, Room No. 181, Dr. R.P Centre, AIIMS, New Delhi-110029 in the presence of the tenderers, whosoever are present.

**NAME & SPECIFICATIONS OF THE ITEMS:-**

Focimeter (Automated).

**Specification:-**

A Machine to Check the power of glasses

**STORES OFFICER**